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(For questions, Global warming is a fallacy warming is from coming being drawn in to 

the sun a natural process, The more CO2 you have the more O the plants create and that 

combines with the H and this is how water is created on this planet how the oceans were 

created, The planets 5 degree tilt lead to plants and to the water earth started out a dry 

planet,  ,  ) 

 

(:11). We'll try to answer your questions this week and next. Africans are 

bypassing west in what is happening there in Pl. KF has entered a massive change 

in next 5 weeks. (:14). An international KF research center to open in Arizona, 

scientists from all over the world invited, including , Iran, Israel, Russia, and China. 

Salaries will be $250,000 per year. this is very important for our work, 2018 is the year 

for our entry into space. (:20). Some scientists will be half a million. We can meet all 

the demands this year.  .. the documents were signed this morning. (:24).  

(:29). Any questions. Q: What is happening with global warming throughout the 

solar system? Oh my god you believed the lie. The greenhouse effect was the 

brainchild of a Dutchman and he managed to sell it. It doesn't exist, what we see is 

part of the cycle of part of the planet and just repeats itself and at the same time we are 

continuously on the move toward the sun. The temperature of this planet over time will 

go higher anyway .. a lot of people made money out of having people believe it. It 

doesn't exist. Q: I am asking about the rest of the planets they all seem to be doing 

something? We are continuously on the move, it's dynamic. It has a heartbeat. We 

are all moving closer to the sun. From the time of the inception of a planet from the 

far corners of the solar system, there is only one destiny which in the end is 

merging back to the sun. It's like saying the clouds in the sky will never come down, 

one day they become moisture and they rain down. It's the reality, you have a G field 

mass of a planet when it becomes a planet, and then you have a MG field mass of 

the sun, you get pulled in, and as you get pulled in you get warmer. It's an ABC and 

nothing you can miss in between. Unless those who are Dutch and they can call it global 

warming and everything else. There is a much truth about global warming as about 

father Christmas. If you believe in the physicality of father Christmas, Coke A Cola 

managed to sell it to you so beautifully, then you believe in global warming. 

Scientifically it doesn't exist because there is a balance in the whole cycle of life on 

this planet, and the changes are needed for a planet to be able to carry on with its 

work.  (:32). The amount of energy we are burning is nothing compared to the 

amount of energy we absorb from the solar system, galaxy and universe, and 

internally from the heat of the earth. If you understood the teaching on the horizontal 

and vertical beings, in the past few weeks, you understand the more you have CO2 the 

plants absorb, the more O you get into the system, and having O with H you 

increase the level of the seas. This is how most of the water on this planet is 

created. The water didn't come from nowhere, or the earth didn't cry to create it, the 

process of what we call the breathing of our plants allows the further increase in O, 

which in interaction with the fields of the other ways which the H occurs on this 

planet leads to creation of what we call the water. Now we understand the process. 

Just ask yourself a single question, where did all this water in the ocean come 

from. One drop and 2 drops or did someone suddenly pour it in from planet Zeus. Part 

of the process of the plants, those that we planted herbs, grass, whatever, was for 

the production of O, but there aren't enough animals on this planet to breath all 

this O in.  (:34). So then we should be O saturated, the extra O is converted with 

the H, in the interaction of the pull of the system, as you pour in more AA to feed 



the plant, it itself leads to creation of vapor, or what you call water molecules. This 

is how water was created on this planet. if anybody can show us another way we just 

accepted these oceans but where did the water for the oceans come from? Earth was a 

dry planet, with space debris billions of years ago, in a creation of, just the tilt 

angle of 5 degrees has (lead to the ) creation of the whole system which 

continuously produces vapor which is water. Ask yourself a single question, there are 

only 7 billion humans, this is nothing, do you know how many trees, grasses, weeds 

there are on this planet. There are only a thousand lions left, do the ants breath so much 

O that they need such an amount. The process of life on this planet leads to creation of 

water moisture and the more CO2 put into it the more O it creates and more water. What 

we extract from the ground and burn is nothing compared to the whole system, it's a 

nonsense. When I work out the equations for the balance of materials on this planet it 

doesn't make sense. Even if you have 7 billion cars it still doesn't effect that much  

(:36). the balance on this planet, because do you know how many trillions of trees there 

are on this planet. The guy wanted to sell some trees to cash in on the idea,  ...  the 

whole lies about it surfaced...  the sun has a heartbeat, the same as the earth and a man 

has, and that heartbeat creates a balance of fields and the distribution of the fields   

(:38). across the solar system. the solar system is not the shape of a ofotball as you 

think, it's all twisted and crooked and where the fields from other galaxies and planets 

and everything else, exert pressure on it. It's not clear cut, the pressure is not always the 

same, it's like a balloon and 10 of us pushing on it with our fingers so it goes in all kinds 

of directions. The simple idea of time and position is gone because now we see and 

understand more. We accepted all the rubbish we were taught in one go, just look at the 

map of Africa, all of Europe can fit in the Countries of Sudan and Zaire, but we liked it 

so much that we accepted it. Where is the rest of it, Ghana etc. do they fit into Europe. 

We have accepted a lot of fallacies to fit those who wanted to rule. Now that we are all 

equal we can accept the facts and the reality. The more CO2 we create and the more 

plants we have, then the more water we'll get on the surface of this planet, this is a fact, 

but at the same time as we come closer to the sun there is a conversion ratio of the 

fields, not the matter state, which creates new conditions. We'll see the creation of new 

heavier materials as we go closer to the sun. Because the ligther materials will literally 

dissipate into the background to be captured by the next cycle. But these things take 

billions of years and we don't have that time frame to watch. Maybe now that man has 

the opportunity to live for thousands of years he can observe the difference but 50 to 

100 years is nothing in the cycle of the solar system.  (:40). Without expansion  01 

 

(:49). Q: 

 

(1:00). Q: 

 

(1:08). Q: 

 

(1:14). Caroline reads Dutch version of Constitution.   (1:34).  

...   

Q: Do viruses have a soul? No virus is a field, it's an energy transfer, whatever it 

attaches to it has the soul of that... that leads to the life of the entity.  (1:36). Q: Is it like 

a MaGrav?  A MaGrav has a soul ... but in a way, the fields of it if you can contain it 

that it can interact, they do. Viruses are usually mono-energetic or at least they have the 

combination of the energies of the AA that they attach themselves to, or what we call 

the functioning system. Because viruses are free field flows in the U, that if they match 



yours they'll attach themselves to it, they don't fields ?? traveling transfer ??/ in a way, 

of packages. There is some misunderstanding in the existence of the viruses on this 

planet. We say such a virus has taken over and we have this virus flu and that one. We 

have to understand how viruses replicate themselves, this has never been understood. 

It's like when you have dry land and it rains and then you fish forming out of nowhere, 

there has never been a fish there and then they appear. It's a combination of ?? transfer 

of a MaGrav system that we see, a condition created, then it replicates itself. A lot of 

you who work in the MaGrav and Gans production systems, you must have seen this in 

your Gans productions. Once a cell finds a balance energy which is crossing or passing 

at a given time, or it can repeat itself in a given position.  (1:38).  

(1:46). 

 ... Boniface wrote to EC but Mr. Keshe said, it didn't apply to the mandate of the EC. 

Don't just write something, but think about how it applies to the whole. The EC doesn't 

vote , it goes through the soul. Mr. Keshe you said, that if we have something to say and 

we don't say it we are stealing from our soul.  (1:52). Yes, continue writing. You have a 

specific way of writing. Some of it fits with the UC mandate but not the EC, people will 

gradually begin to understand the difference. The EC is set for the mandate for 

humanity to be kept in balance and to provide humanity with equality in respect to the 

totality of residents, from birds, ants, the trees and the man. The UC has a different part, 

first they cover individual parts of this planet which are common in the same language, 

but they extend their strength beyond this planet. In the future we'll see more of their 

work then we'll understand more. If you write to the EC, anything to do with the 

structure has to be totally with what is to do with running of this planet. It's the new 

government in the order of governing according to the covenant of creation and not 

there to suit mankind only. It's for energy ?? in every dimension, being created here or 

resides here to accept the condition of peace,  (1:54). and then the responsibility to 

accept. One of the major governments have signed themselves into this program in the 

very recent past, we'll explain very soon. We are on track to introduce a lot of things, 

but it's what to do ?? what you have written in some of your papers doesn't apply to 

here. I don't see it, but as I said, I am only a temporary member filling in for the 

European position. We are still looking for a member of the European council to fit in. 

...  I had tears in my eyes with the reading of the new constitution in Dutch.  (1:56). The 

same with the Persian, Arabic .. this is why we choose to read it in the universal 

languages. It reaches the soul of the totality of the same language 26 

... chit chat ... 

(2:08). 

 

(2:14). 

(2:23).  

(2:28). 

(2:36). ... released on the stock exchange .. 

(2:42). 

(2:52).  

(3:03). 

(3:10). Q: (Nicolas from New Mexico) How does one share ones skills that they have 

developed with others, he lives in a rural farming community?  it's a beautiful question 

you have put and it comes from the wisdom of loneliness, you becomes more spiritual 

in trying to find a solution, what am I doing here.  .... then I start elevating their souls 

one by one and it's amazing how they changed, when you see them the next time they 

have changed. I wasn't invited there to take ofod, but to elevate the souls, I don't need to 



be speaking their language (to be a part), being an outsider I see a lot. It's part of our 

growth to understand that we are part of a totality and we don't have to see to know, if it 

is our wish and we are there to plant or whatever the soul of the bird that uses the plant, 

or the rabbit that comes and steals a carrot. It is all part of it,  (3:14). but when we wish 

to elevate it, it reaches to where it has to go. ... the openness is that it is there to take if it 

needs it, because some of the energy that you absorb in that remote place is what I need, 

but you don't see it. ?? you have the warmth which I need to feel internally with my 

soul. When we look and expect to see that is the time that we block what they are 

giving. It's not, I am sitting here take from me. When I stay open and they can take from 

me as they need, it's not for me to throw everything out the window and hopefully some 

of it will land ... where it's needed. As we said with the twin star, the ?? flu ?? balance 

and it just transfers. If you have opened yourself to be a giver, we don't need to see 

where it is going. If somebody needs energy and you have it and even if you're in the 

middle of the Amazon they'll receive it. The point is to be open to give, not what can I 

do and how can I give. It's a beautiful question. If you go to Dr. Quata who is serving 

day and night in Kenya. He sends me pictures every week, how is just teaching 

unconditionally in Africa.  (3:16). and gradually the position in Kenya changes. 

(pictures) The beauty of it is that he doesn't look to see who comes he just teaches. He 

goes to farming communities and universities. These children are there for decades and 

gradually he changes the nation. You see faces, but I see souls and in time they change. 

And they are happy to be there. Africa is very rich in the elevation of the STM, and we 

have taken so much from their physical condition (west has exploited), but their souls 

still have the same shine. To me there is no black skin, it is beautiful souls that they 

carry. They are there to learn how they can increase their farm production and save their 

lives and malaria is a big problem. The solution for Africa will come out of their souls. 

The white man had a chance for centuries but he did nothing but rob from their 

physicality and souls. If you live and work in Africa the way I do you see nothing but 

beauty. I see the same in China. The harshest things I see are in Europe and in America. 

One day it will change.  (3:18). The heart of the black is so white, the same as their soul. 

It is just the skin that is N coated and it absorbs all the beauty of the creation.  ... we 

have the same kind of work, day and night across Africa, Paul, Benjamin, Alek, the 

team in Nigeria are extensively working in the background. Angola, Central Africa, 

Uganda. Dr. Quata will have 100 students this week.  (3:20). What do you teach them 

and what do they take from these teachings. I teach them everything from beginning, 

how to N coat and make CO2. What does it do for them. I started with wounds, high 

blood pressure, skin illnesses. Now that they know it works they come.  more and more 

people come.   Find a land.  (3:22). or a premises like this for a teaching center and the 

KF will pay for it. We'll cover you up to 100,000 dollars. Build a proper center.  you 

don't need a factory, you need to teach. .. you have served Kenya well since you left the 

US (Yale university). This is how I started in Belgium.  (3:24).  

(3:26).  Global teachings in French/Polish/English on Sunday.  

... someone asked, why do we need a 1,000 shares to set up a company. I deliberately 

choose that number because some of us might need that level of support, others might 

not need as much,  ... that we reach a level of satisfaction to make the left over available 

to others,  (3:30). we don't condition we leave it to the level of the soul. This will serve 

us when we become One Nation and start to move to other parts of the world, we'll all 

become equal it doesn't matter where. ..  40 

 

Q: Are you for solar panels in the space? Your soul is the solar panel. ..you put 

something else on it. .. the body of the man is that panel.  .. How many of you have ever 



been cold and sat and asked your soul to warm you, to see if you can do it. The way you 

made the Gans' and cores, it's time to start  (3:34). practicing ?? of all limitations, of 

educating the trust between the soul and physicality, then you'll feel I am hungry but 

you need just enough energy to repair what is needed to be able to exist, ?? you can do 

it.  

... Shandor says he learned (a yoga) to heat and cool his body when he was 12 years.  

(3:36). Keshe says, he knows exactly what he's talking about, ...  

(3:46). We signed something this morning that will bring the change, we'll wait for the 

governments to tell it.  

(3:48). End.  

 

 


